


Love is patient, love is kind. Love does NOT ENVY, it 

does NOT BOAST, it is NOT PROUD. It does not 

dishonor others, it is not self-seeking, it is not easily 

angered, it keeps no record of wrongs. Love does 

not delight in evil but rejoices with the truth. It 

always protects, always trusts, always hopes, always 

perseveres. Love never fails.

1st Corinthians 13:4-8



Love does NOT BOAST



I’ll never overflow with God’s LOVE 

if I’m over-inflated with MYSELF

Love does NOT BOAST



If I speak in the tongues of men or of angels, but do 

not have love, I am only a resounding gong or a 

clanging cymbal. If I have the gift of prophecy and 

can fathom all mysteries and all knowledge, and if I 

have a faith that can move mountains, but do not 

have love, I am nothing. If I give all I possess to the 

poor and give over my body to hardship that I may 

boast, but do not have love, I gain nothing….  

Love does NOT ENVY, it does NOT BOAST, it is NOT 

PROUD.

1st Corinthians 13:1-4



Love does NOT ENVY



I’ll never GIVE Love to others 

if I’m focused on GETTING Love for MYSELF

Love does NOT ENVY



PRIDE separates me from People 

AND separates me from God

Love is NOT PROUD



Throughout Scripture, God shows that 
the only way I can Give His love to others is 

to first Receive His love in HUMILITY

Love is NOT PROUD



Westminster Confession XV

There is no sin so small that it does not 

separate me from God when I hold it in pride.

And there is no sin so large that it remains 

unforgiven when I humbly repent.

Love is NOT PROUD



Stop Inflating with Pride & 

Start Overflowing with Love

Love is NOT PROUD



Stop Inflating with Pride & 

Start Overflowing with Love

Love is NOT PROUD

ü Stop being a Love-Getter and Start being a Love-Giver



Stop Inflating with Pride & 

Start Overflowing with Love

Love is NOT PROUD

ü Stop being a Love-Getter and Start being a Love-Giver

ü Stop Comparing and Start Sharing 




